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A photographer and a stylist have teamed up to become a creative force to be reckoned with. Hannah Sturgeon
went to meet new interiors styling and photography brand Solesbury & Worthy

STYLED BY THE PROFESSIONALS

S
o you thought you were stylish?
Do you hone your house so it
looks like a Homes & Garden
feature? Or are you, like me,
and the rest of civilised society,

living in a house surrounded by the
accoutrements of living in the real
world…with newspapers scattered
across the bedroom floor, odd socks
littering the landing and half-empty red
wine bottles in the kitchen?

According to Bath’s newest and most
stylish creative hothouse, Solesbury &
Worthy (an interiors styling and
photography team), you are not alone.
Most people reside in homes filled with
the chaos of life being lived; post piling
on an empty surface, a heap of shoes
shoved under the stairs, but with the
possibility of one room, perhaps two,
artfully decorated and arranged - and
strictly to be used only on Christmas
day when the in-laws pitch up, or guests
are ushered in.

Claire, the Worthy half of the team
and Central Saint Martin’s trained
photographer extraordinaire, explains
that most interiors magazines want you
to believe that people live in spotless
houses, with no toothbrushes,
telephones or half-chewed pencils to be
found…anywhere

“A magazine might shoot Mr & Mrs
De Rigueurs’ house and claim that is
how it is – but it isn’t. The house will
have been stripped right back and apart
from a few key items, the stylist will
create the dream to convey the sense of
style and story the magazine and
photographer wants. If you look at
those pictures you will see that there are
no vestiges of everyday living . . .”

So, we can all breathe a collective sigh
of relief and carry on living in our usual
suspended state between demented
untidiness and Hoovered, structured
order, or somewhere in between. 

Creating the perfectly styled, elegant
image of a beautifully arranged room,
home or space is, without doubt, a job
best left to the professionals, step in:
Solesbury & Worthy.

Eliza, the Solesbury end of the team,
has an august career under her belt;
styling for films, commercials and stills
photography, she was an award-winning
set director, nominated for an Emmy
and won a Gemini award for her work
on The Tudors – is the styling half of the
duo and is the kind of person who,
given an hour or two, could probably
locate a hand-carved Jacobean chair and
a pair of vintage 80s neon, leg-
warmers – if the requirement arose. 

Inspired by the likes of Tim Walker,
Cecil Beaton and Wes Anderson their
friendship and business blossomed when
they met as mums in their children’s
school playground and discovered a
mutual obsession with brilliant design,
whilst sharing very similar aesthetic
tastes, prompting them to begin working
together.

With her sleek, dark-haired bob,
petite frame and old school Adidas,
Eliza brings an eclectic and visionary
element to their work. While Claire,
who has shot the stars and sets of India’s
Bollywood, founded 24 year
photography project:

STYLE FILE: main
picture Solesbury &
Worthy suggest
arranging classical and
contemporary mirrors
together in a
contrasting space to
make them shine

Inset Claire and Eliza,
the duo behind
Solesbury & Worthy,
with sofa and cushions
courtesy of HAY, Bath



CITY | STYLEE

Claire says: “Bath is just perfect, there
are so many beautiful and unusual
properties, which are a hugely valuable
resource for our work. The look here is
very different from a big city like
London, it really appeals  – the mix of
old and new – this juxtaposition really
works for us.”

You can see this style in their work,
they often group together contemporary
and classical pieces in an unexpected
environment to ensure each stands out. 

Some of their favourite places to
browse and shop include Simon Jackson
Antiques in Bath, Talisman in London,
and Dig Haüshizzle in Bristol. Other
Bath shops they favour are:
Anthropologie, The Loft, Rossiters,
Looking Glass and Hay.

Solesbury & Worthy have worked in
a number of unusual houses in and
around Bath, if you have a beautiful or
quirky home and you would like to see it
in a magazine or think it would be the
perfect location for shoots do get in
touch with them at:
solesburyandworthy.com or on twitter
@claireandeliza. 

Finally, we asked them for some
styling ideas:
l Use colour in unexpected places; under

shelves, inside cupboards – in a tucked
away space to intrigue and inspire. Use
one pop of bright colour; orange, red or
black to draw the eye into the space.
l When styling a room use a common
colour thread throughout to create
cohesion and to link pieces together
almost sub-consciously.  
l Create simple vignettes by grouping
objects together that relate to each other
by scale, colour or texture. Groups of
threes of fives work better than even
numbers. 
l Don’t be shy of using patterns, they
provide a sense of punctuation within a
space.
l Use brass or gold this autumn. The
warmth of these metallics help to reflect
the changing colours of the season and
illuminate.
Meanwhile, if you are still dreaming of
creating the perfect Homes & Gardens
house, take a styling tip from Cecil
Beaton: “Be daring, be different, be
impractical, be anything that will assert
integrity of purpose and imaginative
vision against the play-it-safers, the
creatures of the commonplace, the slaves
of the ordinary.” 
I am quite sure that Solesbury & Worthy
would approve. n

CREATNG THE LOOK:
Solesbury & Worthy’s
styling skills at work

Left, create richness
using a few chosen
colours and layer with
textures, flowers,
glass. Finally, magnify
the experience with
unusual objects.

Centre, textures play a
big part in styling, as
does mixing old and
new furniture
together to create a
tone and set the mood.

Even the kitchen table
can be dressed to look
its best. Symmetry,
natural lighting and
balance are essential
to Solesbury & Worthy,
each object chosen
tells a story

24photography.org and worked with
Magnum photographer, Peter Marlow,
exudes an effortless and elegant je ne
sais quoi. Together they work in perfect,
precise, creative balance. 

This über stylish duo provide clients
with the complete design package.
Working with a range of businesses from
property developers, editors, furniture
makers, manufacturers and brands -
who are all looking for that one perfect
image to help them sell, sell, sell. 

Together they develop a vision,
crafting a narrative, which they weave
through location scouting, sourcing,
styling and photography to produce an
alluring and exquisite set of
photographs which will be used in
magazines and brochures to sell a
product or a lifestyle. 

Eliza says: “We work with a blank
canvas, planning it down to the very last
detail. We constantly have objects,
pieces of furniture or colour in our
heads. We ensure we make the best use
of the space we have chosen, planning
how we will embellish it to create the
exact image or story we have been
commissioned to deliver.”

Claire and Eliza are also working on a long-term
project, photographing and chronicling
personal collections. 

Claire: “We became interested in the idea of
recording collections because we noticed that a
lot of people collect. We did some research into
it and found there are many psychoanalytical
theories; emotional support; to recapture the
early childhood comfort found from inanimate
objects such as a favourite teddy bear;
existential angst – the collection being a
legacy, an extension of us, that will live on after
us. It has even been linked to the search for
love. ”

The Telegraph has commissioned Eliza and
Claire to create a series based on collections

and they are looking for others: serious,
obsessive, prolific collectors whose objects
number in the 100s. So far they have shot
images of someone who collects miniature Star
Wars figures,  the owner of over 200 walking
sticks, pictured, and even an avid collector of
planes. He has a collection of over 30
aeroplanes and various other plane parts.

The obsessive, they have found, tend to be
male, so they are also on the lookout for
women collectors too. Perhaps, you have your
own collection of Victorian glass jelly moulds,
or you know someone who is a manic collector?
Get in touch with Claire and Eliza the collection
could be photographed and chronicled for
posterity. 

A COLLECTION OF COLLECTORS
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